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approval as university supervisors ... 4.4 perception of teachers and students on the influence of mother
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engage in french-english associations and formulations in their minds" (hammerly, 1989:51). title positive
and negative effects of mother-tongue ... - a few). it is claimed that the mother tongue plays a role in
language acquisition, whether it is positive, neutral or negative. as has been mentioned, mother-tongue
knowledge may have both positive and negative effects; however, we cannot throw away all of the effects, just
as we cannot discard our mother tongue. inviting the mother tongue: beyond mistakes, bad english ...
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- inviting the mother tongue 363 or hawai'ian creole english). if i spoke a stigmatized dialect, my speech would
be widely experienced as stupid-and i along with it. and i might get this message not only from speakers of
mainstream english. even my mother-whose tongue it is-might call our shared natural speech "bad english" or
"trash" talk. language programme (setswana): theoretical framework - our mother tongue is a part of
our natural heritage, a personal possession no less our own than the geography of our birth place. mother
tangue is qu adequate to our needs unless we wish to travel, whether in space or in thought, beyond the
frontiers of the speech community in which it is current. january 27, 2019 third sunday in ordinary time learn english, our “mother tongue,” and all the great english and american stories that make us uniquely
american. we sing folk songs like “o susanna,” and “yankee doodle,” while learning of george washington and
benjamin franklin. as catholics, we ultimately want to be formed into ... our story tooreading bible new
eyes - mccchurch - and story of god's unconditional love in christ can also be the "power of salvation" for our
glbt community. a bold, proactive reading of the bible offers new life for glbt individuals, their families, and
their friends. consensus is growing among respected scholars of scripture that the bible does not condemn
such relationships. mother tongue usage in ghanaian pre-schools: perceptions ... - 2014; carol et al.,
2010). mother tongue helps children gain high level creativity, high level sensitivity to grammar and problemsolving skills. we all speak one language or the other but each of us have a language we can call our mother
tongue. mother tongue is the language of one's origin, of intimate family experience and of why and how
africa should invest in african languages and ... - 1. the impact of mother-tongue-based multilingual
education on social and economic development 2. the potential of african languages for education 3. how to
handle the reality of multilingualism effectively for lifelong learning for all 4. why teaching in the mother
tongue is beneficial for students’ performance 5. international journal of research (ijr) vol-1, issue-11 ...
- the mother tongue is part of a child‟s personal, social and cultural identity. it is this identification we get from
speaking our mother tongue that enforces successful social patterns of acting and speaking. our diverse social
backgrounds make us unique and appealing in society. the mother tongue review: learning to read the
mother tongue: on sandra ... - learning to read the mother tongue: on sandra gilbert's blood pressure kevin
clark . . . there is a memorable interval between the spoken and the written lan guage, the language heard and
the read. the one is commonly transitory, a sound, a tongue, a dialect merely, almost brutish, and we learn it
unconsciously, like the brutes, of our mothers. implementing an elementary school mothertongue ... sio - mother tongue. our mother tongue has a key role in framing our thinking, emotions and spiritual world. a
child connects to his family, culture, history, identity and religion through his mother tongue which shapes his
identity. mother tongue author(s): amy tan source: the threepenny ... - mother says. some say they
understand eighty to ninety percent. some say they understand none of it, as if she were speaking pure
chinese. but to me, my mother's english is perfectly clear, per- fectly natural. it's my mother tongue. her
language, as i hear it, is vivid, direct, full of observation and imagery. apostolic exhortation evangelii
gaudium of the holy father ... - spoken to in our mother tongue, so too in the faith we like to be spoken to
in our “mother culture,” our native language (cf. 2 macc7:21, 27), and our heart is better disposed to listen.
this language is a kind of music which inspires encouragement, strength and enthusiasm. 140.
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